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IMPROVED PRINTING PRESS. 

The accompanying engravings illustrate a new card 
and job-printing press of very simple constmction, yet 
possessing m any advantages, which will be easily recog
nized in the following description by all who have some 
knowledge of printing, and especially by those who have 
had practical experience in the working of "job-printing 
presses." 

'The "bed," or that part of the press upon which the 
type "form" is placed, is supported by two uprights, 
the lower ends of which are attached to the frlLme of 
the press in such manner that the uprights can vibrate 
forward and backward. At a proper distance back of 
the" face" of the bed runs a shaf., longitudinally, to 
which the bed is fastened, and the ends of this shaft 
pass through the upper ends of the uprights, so that the 
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necting rod to the shaft of the type-bed. Another short drawn directly to $e platen by means of a crank move
piece is attached - to the type-bed, eccentrically to and ment when the impNssion is to be given. During the 
below the shaft of the type-bed, by means of a bolt on operation of the press, the type.form and the ink-distri
which it can tum, and the other end of this connecting buting table are passing and re-passing under the inking 
piece is attached to the frame of the press by means of rollers, for the purpose of inking the type-form and for 
an adjustable eccentric; this connecting piece causes the supplying the inking rollers with ink. The card ar

bed to rotate - and reciprocate when the press is in oper- rangement is easily put to the press when cards are to 
ation, and by the adjustable eccentric the taking of an be printed. By the turning of the eccentric bolt before
"impression" may be suspended. A, round table is at- mentioned, by means of a short lever attached to it, the 
tached to the type-bed for the distribution of the ink- taking of an impression is suspended, and during the 
rotating during the working of the press, so as to always suspension of the taking of an impression the operation 
keep the ink spread evenly. The inking-rollers are held of the card-drop motion is likewise suspended; thus, if 
in stationarj supports, without resort to springs, and are a card has been laid upon the platen, and then the 
kept in their- places by their own gravity; they are, taking of an impression be suspended, this card will bo 
therefore, easily put on or taken off the press. A pinion -retained on the platon until the impression is put on 
or small wheel fastened tD a crankshaft geara into the again and· the caird is printed, after which it will drop 
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shaft can turn in them. This bed is counterbalanced on 
the opposite' side of the shaft. On the lower side of this 
bed are two projecting arms, one near each end of the 
bed; to the ends of these arms are hinged two cor
responding arms of a frame which supports the" platen," 
or that part of the press upon which the article to be 
printed - is to be laid; and the platen is attached and held 
to this frame by means of screwS, which serve likewise 
to adjust the plateu to the type-bed. At each end of 
this platen-frame, a short piece is attached by means of 
a bolt, on which this piece can move freely, and the 
other ends of these short pieces are fitted between the 
sides of the pl'ess-frame, and are supported by a shaft 
running through them and through the sides of the 
frame; these short pieces \lSSist in supportiug and guiding 
the platen during the operation of the press. This shaft 
running through the euds of the short pieces aud the 
frame of the press, has a toothed wheel fasteued to it ou 
one side of the press and a plate wheel ou the opposite 
side j these two 11' heela hav!> corresponding bolts placed 
eccentrically to the center of the wheels, and from each 
of these bolts, one on each side of the press, runs a con-

toothed wheel before alluded to; this shaft has a fiy
wheel attached at the left side of the press and a treadle 
inside of the press frame, by which the press 'may be 
worked by foot. The press may also be worked by steam 
or any other power adapted for such purpose. We have 
seen it in operation, and it runs very easy and requires 
but little power; it is made for printing cards and paper, 
and has a separate and very simple arrangement for each 
purpose. 

Fig. 1 represents the press with the card arrangement 
attached, and in a position where the card to be printed 
has just been laid upon tbe platen; and Fig. 2 shows 
the position which the bed and platen assume during 
the giving of an impression. All the parts which have 
to resist the greatest strain of the impression are made 
of wrought iron, which renders tlie press substantial in 
all its parts. When the type-form is to be put on, the 
bed is turned face upward (as shown by Fig. 1), and the 
form is laid on the bed and fastened in a convenient 
manner-; should corrections be necessary, these may be 
malte without removing the form from the bed-the same 
can be brought directly under the eye. The bed is 
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into a box suspended under the bed and platen. This 
card arrangement is different from that of any other 
press we have ever seen, and operates beautifully. 

The card arrangement is removed frOm the platen 
when paper is to be printed, and side grippers are nsed 
to hold the paper to the plate�. and 'thus relieve it from 
the type when it has re�ived the impression, after which 
the printed paper i.removed from the platen by hand; 
these side grippers are easily adjusted to the size of the 
type-forlD, as they are held in their proper position by 
springs only, and may be put in auy position between 
the type-bed and platen without setting the press in 
motion. These grippers for holding the paper are moved 
outward, one toward each eud of the platen, when the 
card arrangement is put to the pre8ll, as shown in Fig. 1. 
This press has been examined by a number of experi
enced. printers, who nIl pronouRce it superior, in many 
respects, to any other job press heretofore brought be
fore tlte public. A patent for this invention was woanted, 
April 21, 1860, to the inventpr, Fred Otto Degener, 
who will be happy to give anylurther· iIlformation con
cerning it on application at his office, No. 171 Canal
street, this city. 
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